
                        HOLIDAY HOMEWORK 

COMPUTERS 

1. Prepare L-1 and L-2 for 1
st

 term Examination. 

2. Create a presentation in power point on the topic “ uses of internet”. Make the 

following slides in it. 

3. Introduction to internet. 

4. Main uses of internet ( only headings of uses ) 

5. E-mail facility. 

6. Download facility 

7. Upload facility  

8. Knowledge  

9. Chatting  

10. Video conferencing 

11. Reservation of tickets 

12. Internet banking 

All the above ten slides should have good animation effect and transition effects. 

Note – Bring print out of the slides. 

General knowledge  

Learn the chapter from 1 to 15. 

Find the exercises from chapter 10 to 20 cine quiz, awareness quiz, what a gem, global 

concern  

MATHS  

Write the table 1 to 30. 2 time and learn its squares 1 to 30 – 4 times and learn its cube 1 

to 20 – 4 times and learn it. Revise the chapter 1,2,3 and 4 in rough register. 

HISTORY  

Learn all questions and answer, exercises of 1
st

 term  

Prepare one chart on historical monuments and write a paragraph on them in class work 

notebook. 

GEOGRAPHY 

1. To make a project on atmosphere and different type of Atmosphere layers. 

2. Learn question answers and exercise of chapter. 

 



BIOLOGY 

In biology learn the exercises and answers of chapter 1 and 2 i.e Transport of 

substances and Reproduction, development and growth in plants. 

Read chapter 3 and 4 reproduction development and growth in Animals and control 

and co-ordination. 

Make models of human heart structure of ear type of blood cell and structure of a 

nerve cell. 

PHYSICS 

1. Learn chapter 1 and 2 universe and about solids liquid and gases in these 

chapters learn full exercise and answers . 

2. Read chapter3 and 4 more about energy and heat and find the exercises. 

CHEMISTRY 

Learn chapter 1 structure of atom 2 hydrogen read the chapter 3 transformation of 

substances and find the exercise. Topic for making chart papers will be given. 

9
th

  

English 

Question and answers of Merchant of venice of Act I Scene II continue. 

8
th

  

40 Words of dictation to be learned  

i. Trekking ii appropriate iii Nuisance iv Pursued v Rucksack vi Gazed vii 

Psychological viii compulsion  ix Exhilarating x Drizzle xi Fatigue xii 

Accomdation xiii Exhaustion xiv Melodious xv Momentarily xvi Optimistic xvii 

Brew xviii perspiration xix Brute xx tradition 21 Elaborate 22 Entertaining 23 

Subscribed 24 Haunt 25 Saintly 26 Contrast 27 Disciplenarian 28 acqvainted 

29 ceremonies 30 Vicinity 32 Percipitation 33 Nunched 34 vegetation 35 

Apprehensive 36 Plaqued 37 Entaragled 38 Accilimatization 39 Terraih 40 

Revealed. 

1. 15 words to be learned with meaning 

i. Trekking ii Appropriate iii Nuisance iv Psychological v Exhilarating vi Fatigue 

vii Accomdation viii Exhaustion ix Brew x Percipitation xi Inns xii Prohibitive 

xiii Flora and Fauna xiv Leeches xv Aroma 

Find the meanings of the following words from the dictionary. 

Advertising, Carriers, Dramatic, Jingles, Elaborate, Criticism, Critics, Motives, 

Deceptive, Federal, Commercial, Smokey, Efficient, Autobiography, Incident, 

Anxious, Rejoined, Permitted, Authorities, Altitude, Shivered, Cowardice, Obligation, 



Superficial, Symptom, Prejudice, Justified, Narrating, Imprisoned, Resistance, 

Clenched, Accused, Sacrifice, Majority, Aparthied, Shattered, Ruins, Necessited. 

Read the following chapters. 

Advertising, Human Rights, Disasters, Television. 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE 

1. Write a letter to your father for the permission to join special class for extra 

coaching. 

2. Write a letter to your friend inviting him/her to your birthday party. 

3. Write a letter to your younger brother advising him to take part in games. 

FORMAL LETTERS 

1. Write a letter to the officer in charge of the police station of your locality  

reporting the loss of  your mobile phone and requesting him to lodge an F.I.R 

. 

2. Write a letter to a bank manager asking him to stop the payment of a 

cheque. 

3. Write an application to a bank manager requesting him to issue a new pass 

book since you have lost your old pass book. 

NOTICE  

Your School is organising a tour to kullu.  

Write a notice giving detailed information to the students. You are Aditi / 

Aditya Social Secretary, St columbia’s senior school, lucknow. 

 

Learn following Idioms and phrases. 

At a Stone throw 2. Add fuel to the fire 3. A hard nut to crack 4.  At the 

eleventh  5. A red letter day  6. A fish out of the water 7. An eye wash 8. 

Break the news 9. To burn midnight oil by break the ice 10. Bring to light 11 

Black and white . 

Learn one word substitution. 

1. Amateure, one who plays games for pleasure. 

2. Atheist, one who does not believe in good. 

3. Ambassador, A person sent to another country as a regular 

representative or sents on a special mission. 

4. Writer, same one who writes books stories etc. 

5. Audience, An assembly of listens. 

6. Announcers, A person who gives introduction of a programme. 

7. Bankrupt, one who cannot pay his debts. 

8. Brittle, Which can be easily broken. 

Words often confused misused. 



Break, Exceed, Affect, Effect, Accept, Except, Altar, Alter, Bach, Bacne, 

bore, Boar. 

 

  

 


